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Introduction Contents

We all know that how learning looks is important. A great looking course makes people 
want to learn, while convincing them that the content is credible, valuable, and easy to use. 
Considering remote working trends and the continued march of tech-loving employees into 
the workforce, learning is increasingly going digital, making the look and feel of eLearning 
content more important than ever.

In this visual design guide, we’ve collected great tips and practical advice about eLearning visuals 
that you can try out in your quest for classroom-like engagement in digital form.

This guide will help you understand:

•   What bad visual design looks like and how you can fix it

•   Why everything starts with your learning objective and target audience

•   Why you should set up a branded style template

•   How to choose the right images for your course

•   The technical considerations for image and video hosting

When eLearning visuals go wrong: Fixing bad visual design

Starting out: Know your learning objective and target audience

Style templates: Using your brand for an instant visual win

3 factors to help you choose images and aesthetics for eLearning

How to prepare your resource for upload

Conclusion: The importance of choosing a flexible content 
authoring platform
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When eLearning visuals go wrong
Fixing bad visual design
Before we get into the detail of what visual design is, it’ll be good to establish what it definitely 
isn’t. Working at speed and scale, you may not always have time to dig into what exactly is wrong 
with a course. Look out for the following when revisiting an old course or for unlocking more 
potential in your live courses:

•    Low-quality images 
If an image has ugly compression artifacts, poor lighting, and composition, or is simply too 
small, it will stick out like a sore thumb and be an easy candidate for replacement or removal.

•    Irrelevant images 
Are some images inconsistent with the style or content of the rest? Do they distract, or fail to 
add anything?

•    Visual ambiguity 
Get a fresh pair of eyes on your course and have them narrate their initial reaction to each 
screen. Are they drawn to the wrong images or colors? Are they confused about the meaning 
that’s supposed to be conveyed by the page?

•    Navigation inconsistencies 
If you’re editing navigation at a screen-by-screen level, it’s easy to introduce ambiguity. A ‘next’ 
button may be one color on one page and a different color on another. Use a style template for 
consistency.

•    Appropriate distraction 
It’s fine for certain elements to draw your learner’s attention if they’re the main point of your 
screen. The issue with your page may not just be that a certain element is too prominent. If no 
visual draws attention, you may need to attract your learner’s eye to the key components using 
color, style, or size.

•    Misalignment 
Your authoring tool should manage the padding and alignment of most on-page elements for 
you. Avoid letting anything in your main content look like it’s placed randomly: use consistent 
image dimensions and look out for small inconsistencies in font size, kerning, and line spacing.

•    Staleness 
Sometimes, otherwise great visual design has simply passed its sell-by date. Maybe there are 
identifiable items or fashions in the shot that subtly date the image. Maybe people are just sick 
of seeing certain images. Either way, when in doubt, throw it out. Start from scratch and use 
what you know about current trends.

Figure 1: The right-hand half of this image has been saved as a very low-quality JPG. Note the heavy and ugly 
pixelation.
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Don’t get stuck in a PowerPoint-shaped rut 
When’s the last time you subjected your courses to the ‘PowerPoint test’? In other words, would your design work in PowerPoint with zero changes? Courses stuck in a slide-deck mindset can deliver good 
visuals, but the richer interactivity design available in an eLearning authoring tool allows you to add an important extra dimension to those visuals. 

You can improve engagement with a generous sprinkling of any of the following:

Figure 2: Instead of a simple checklist, this quiz has learners drag and drop answers under different headings.
Figure 3: This continuously scrolling course uses a parallax effect to reveal an appetizing product visual in the 
space between screens.

•    Add interactivity 
eLearning deserves to be less static. Quizzes could be reworked to involve dragging and 
dropping answers into a list, for example.

•    Use continuous scroll 
If your course progresses quite linearly, continuous scroll eliminates the need to continuously 
click or tap ‘next’, and can be combined with transitions and parallax scrolling for a modern-
looking design.

•    Implement parallax scrolling 
A popular web design effect, parallax scrolling works by making background layers scroll 
slower than the foreground, which creates a sense of depth with attractive and non-distracting 
results.
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Figure 4: A gallery of product images accompanied by explanatory text.

Figure 5: A simple example of a hotspot image. Points on the diagram can be clicked for more information.

•    Find alternative image layouts 
Your authoring tool should have plenty of gallery-style options, such as filmstrips, accordions, 
carousels, comic strips, and image walls. These are more visually engaging and interactive than 
image options in a slide deck.

•    Interactive images 
Advanced authoring tools let you define clickable hotspots on an image that reveal in-depth 
information while taking up relatively little screen real estate. Zoomable images are another 
option, allowing learners to take a fine-detail look at a product or scene.
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The limits of  
responsive design

Starting out
Know your learning objective and 
target audience

It’s no secret that a significant volume of eLearning content is consumed on mobile devices and 
that a responsive authoring tool is the easiest way to create a course once and get great results 
on every screen and device type. However, responsive design rules do occasionally fail to account 
for some mobile device needs.

•    Device-specific display conditions1 
If you have a landscape image that uses hotspots, this can be more difficult to use on a 
cramped mobile screen. Device-specific display conditions can serve the information in a 
dropdown for these users while retaining the original experience for desktop learners.

•    Mobile-first design 
Try designing content with the limits of mobile in mind. One way to do this is by avoiding long 
sentences in dropdown menus, as they’ll often be cut off when viewed on mobile. Also, cut 
your lengthier video material into smaller chunks to suit the bite-size learning needs of people 
on the go.

Making a visually appealing course is only half of the battle—everything needs to start with your 
learning objective and target audience. Have your goal in mind, and you can tailor your visuals to 
the type of learning you are looking to deliver:

•    Compliance 
Use a small number of images (one per page) and make sure they all serve the training 
purpose. Information-rich flowcharts and diagrams are very useful—moving images are an 
unwelcome distraction (unless they’re specifically demonstrating a process).

•    SME knowledge transfer 
Use concise ‘talking head’ videos to enable SMEs to deliver key messages effectively. Include 
their headshot alongside any written content to keep it relatable.

1  Where available in your authoring tool.
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Figure 6: This product information course draws learners in with delicious-looking photos.
Figure 7: Images can be used in assessments to jog learners’ memories about certain topics.

•    Product education 
Use lots of images, video, and audio and excite your learners about the product. Shoot the 
product from multiple angles and in different environments. Low-quality visuals can be 
especially costly here.

•    Assessments 
To help break up traditional ‘click-through’ style multiple choice assessments, you can include 
some graphical questions to increase visual engagement. For example, you could ask learners 
to label certain components of an engine on a photo, rather than asking them to identify them 
from a list.
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Style templates
Using your brand for an instant visual win
Using your organization’s brand colors, fonts, and other design elements in your course layouts is 
the definitive answer to the question “where do I start, visually speaking?”. This is because:

•    It’s familiar to your audience

•    It makes content feel more legitimate

•    Your marketing team designed it to be an effective persuasive tool

•    It can be easily implemented

•    It will help you get approval from any brand compliance team or leader in your business

Most eLearning authoring tools will allow you to create a central style template. This can be 
applied to all future courses in your organization, allowing you and your contributors to:

•    Create a new course with a great-looking, brand-compliant layout in a matter of clicks, saving 
time, and promoting consistency

•    Easily tweak the template to quickly correct any errors or to align with new guidelines

•    Duplicate the template as a basis for brand variations such as different departments that use 
different key colors

Branded templates 101
Putting your brand into a style template is easy, especially if you already have guidelines on 
fonts, colors, and logos:

•    Check your style guide 
Most organizations will have a brand style guide that documents the important visual aspects 
of the brand.

•    Use only one or two font styles 
Stick to a maximum of one decorative font for heading and one non-decorative font for body 
text. Use size and color to add emphasis and character if needed. Look out for stricter policies 
on size, emphasis, kerning, paragraphing, and color in your style guide.

•    Build a brand palette of three to five colors 
You need one or two main colors, one neutral, and a less frequently used accent color or two. 
Use your brand’s official Hex/HTML, RGB, or HSL color values.

•    When in doubt look at your website 
Your brand’s HTML colors will likely be in your website’s HTML code, and it can’t hurt to take 
line spacing and graphical elements such as navigation icons and use of whitespace from there 
too!

•    Get your logo right 
Ask around for a full-color high-quality source file, preferably a .svg vector of your logo. Your 
brand style guide may have useful advice on using the logo on dark or light backgrounds, or 
specific logotype or logomark variants of the logo for use at smaller scales or narrow aspects.

•    Working with brand variations 
You may already have color variations for different departments. In this case, it’s best to perfect 
one version of the template before duplicating it. More drastic brand variations will usually 
depend on compliance and leadership, so give them a heads up first.
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Figure 8: Within the limits of a brand palette, you can still choose specific shades that draw the eye.

Figure 9: A distinct logomark (see upper left) works well in smaller places such as your navigation bar.

Are there alternatives to using a brand?
For special cases, you could go in a different direction with color, font, and general aesthetic 
choices to create a different effect. Alternatively, you may simply lack a convenient brand identity 
in the first place. Here are some alternatives you could try:

•    Topical pallettes 
If your training focuses on specific industries or topics, there may be scope for a palette around 
this. For instance, you may turn green for an environmental awareness drive, or to appeal to 
learners from environmental organizations.

•    Appeal to a certain audience 
If you’re narrowing in on a specific demographic, you could build a theme targeted at them—
brighter colors for younger audiences, for example, or primary colors for preschool teachers.

•    Creating a mood 
Muted colors put minds at ease, while vivid and bright colors get people excited—match the 
mood of the message you want to deliver.

•    Be guided by your image color palettes 
If you have a good set of images already picked out, you may be able to select main, neutral 
and accent colors using your photo package’s color picker tool.

•    Fall back on color theory 
In the absence of brand colors or other guiding factors, you can always use a color wheel to 
pick an appealing analogous, complementary or monochromatic color scheme.
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3 factors to help you choose images 
and aesthetics for eLearning
Great visual design is the sum total of a huge number of great design choices. It’s easy to 
deliver an individual design element that looks fantastic. However, it will still only be effective 
if you’ve considered the bigger picture and how it supports your learning goals. As author and 
visual design expert, Connie Malamed, points out2, your aesthetic choices matter because 
they can:

•    Enhance the value of your learning 
Learners are more likely to view well-designed and visually appealing materials as credible 
and valuable.

•    Increase learner motivation 
Visual appeal prompts positive emotions—consuming something that looks great is reward 
in and of itself.

•    Help learners avoid negative emotions 
Pleasing aesthetics can counteract some of the negative emotions inherent in completing 
compulsory exercises and taking tests.

•    Increase perceived ease of use 
Tests involving systems with identical functionality but different visual aesthetics have 
shown that people perceive the more visually appealing design as easier to use3.

Design aesthetics are subjective and at the mercy of fashions and shifting associations. 
However, paying attention to the principles of consistency, hierarchy, and simplicity will keep 
your designs relevant and increase their shelf-life.

Consistency
Consistency equals quality and minimizes the potential for distraction. Using your branded style 
templates, you’ll have ensured your fonts, colors, and layout is consistent throughout the learner 
journey. Beyond this, image sourcing is the main process that breeds eLearning inconsistencies. 
Try to choose images that have the same:

•    Background composition 
Choose a specific style: use only models shot against white screen or models shot on location.

•    Production value 
Professional lighting, high-end camera gear, professional models, costume/makeup and a 
skilled photographer can make a huge difference to the look of a photograph.

•    Characters 
If you give a specific actor one name, don’t change that name in a later screen or course (even if 
they’re wearing a different costume)!

•    Characters in sequences 
If you need a character for a scenario, make sure you have a sequence of photos of your 
model that can be used to tell a coherent story. If you’re struggling with this, doing your own 
photoshoot can help.

•    Illustration and animation 
It’s fine to use illustration and photography in your image and video assets; illustrations can 
capture a different nuance and communicate more abstract concepts than photography alone. 
However, it helps to feature illustration throughout if you’re going to do it at all, and things will 
look odd if you use multiple illustration styles.

2   Malamed, C. (2015) Why Aesthetics Matter to Learning. Association for Talent Development. Available online.
3   Norman, D.A. (2003) Emotional design: Why we love (or hate) everyday things. 3rd edn. New York: Basic Books.

https://www.td.org/insights/why-aesthetics-matter-to-learning
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Figure 10: Colorful images draw learner attention. Find a careful balance between complementary and 
distracting.

Page hierarchy
Visual hierarchy within individual pages gives us a sense of where to start with a piece of 
content and an understanding of the elements that require particular focus. As suggested 
by Connie Malamed in The Learning Coach4, imagery, position, color, size, typography, and 
movement all have a role to play in the hierarchy of your design:

•    Images 
Images will nearly always be viewed before the text on the page. Experiment with using 
extremes of position, size, and color to direct attention away from images if this bias becomes 
a problem.

•    Position 
In cultures with left-to-right reading languages, learners intuitively understand that the closer 
an element is to the upper left, the greater its importance. The reverse is true in cultures that 
read right to left.

•    Color 
Bright colors attract attention; subdued colors divert it.

•    Size 
The larger something is, the more attention it commands. If you’re worried that an image is 
too distracting, consider using it as a zoomable image in your authoring platform—giving it a 
smaller initial footprint without losing the ability to look at the detail.

•    Typography 
eLearning courses tend to keep variation in font color, size, weight, and style to avoid dividing 
learner attention. However, it can be a powerful tool to highlight teaching points that need 
particular emphasis.

•    Movement 
Movement is highly distracting. Chances are good that if a video is on an eLearning screen, 
there isn’t a need for any other key visual on that screen.

•    Implied motion 
You can lead your learner to an important element by using static shapes or visual effects 
pointing to it, or even by using the direction of travel or line of sight of an actor in a 
photograph.

Simplicity
This is an easy one to follow. Keep your screens simple and use one key element per page. If an 
image or section of text doesn’t serve that element, move it to another page.

On a similar theme, don’t be scared of empty, negative, or ‘white’ space. Don’t insert images 
just because there’s an empty space, and consider ample margins and line spacing to help your 
learners to focus.

4   Malamed, C. (2010) How To Create A Visual Hierarchy. thelearningcoach.com. Available online.

http://theelearningcoach.com/media/graphics/how-to-create-a-visual-hierarchy/
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How to prepare your resources for upload

Your great aesthetic choices can easily be undermined by your technical choices. Be careful with 
the image and video formats you select, and retain visual quality without slowing screen access 
to a crawl.

What image format should I use?
The best image format to use will depend on the type of image. Choosing the right format will 
get you the best balance of file size, visual quality, and features. The table below shows the 
attributes and best use-cases for the five most common image formats: Also, look out for the following when working with images:

•    Resizing 
A large image can be made smaller and still look great. A small image can’t be increased in 
size with decent results (unless you’re dealing with a vector image).

•    Aspect ratios 
A photo’s aspect ratio should be maintained when resizing it to avoid compressing the height 
or width of the subject unrealistically. If you need a physically skinnier image, you should 
crop rather than resize.

•    Cropping and orientation 
Courses are generally built with landscape screens in mind, so photos shot in landscape 
are naturally more useful. They slot straight into a background and can be properly full-
screened: it can be difficult to crop a portrait image to a landscape ratio while retaining 
enough of the background and the subject.

•    Don’t put text in images 
Text in images complicates translation and completely undermines accessibility, and learner 
ability to copy/paste.

5   Vector formats allow for the rendering of simple geometric shapes with fantastic clarity at any scale based on very few instructions (keeping file sizes small, though processing power becomes 
a factor for load times). This makes them great for logos, icons, and line drawings. Raster formats are still better suited and more economical for complex visuals such as photographs.

6   In its most simple implementation, any pixel using the transparent palette entry will be ignored when overlaid on another image. More advanced formats use ‘alpha’ transparency, which 
assigns a specific transparency value to any element. This allows for various degrees of translucency (examples: GIF, PNG).

GIF JPEG PNG (8bit) PNG (24bit) SVG

Type Lossless, 
Indexed, Raster5

Lossy, Direct, 
Raster5

Lossless, 
Indexed, Raster5

Lossless, Direct, 
Raster5 Lossless, Vector5

Quality Very low Medium Low High Very high

File size Very small Average Small Large Very small

Also note:

Supports 
single-value 
transparency6 
and animation

Supports alpha 
transparency

Supports alpha 
transparency6

Complex images 
dramatically 
increase file size

Best for:

Icons, small 
logos, 
intentionally 
primitive 
animations

General use 
imagery and 
layout visuals

Icons and small 
logos with visual 
effects (e.g. drop 
shadows)

Key/hero 
imagery e.g. 
high-quality 
photography

Logos, icons and 
line drawings of 
any size

SVG PNG
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Figure 11: Animated video can help you clearly communicate processes while setting a welcoming tone.

Figure 12: Video content featuring named characters can be particularly easy for learners to relate to and 
engage with.

What about video?
Video can really help an eLearning course come to life and lets you illustrate specific points 
with fantastic clarity. However, it’s also likely to be the largest contributor to your course 
footprint, and the most likely candidate when learners experience poor performance.

•    Resolution 
While it should go without saying that the crystal-clear 4k source files that your marketing team 
has provided will need to be compressed, learner expectations are still as high as a standard 
HD 1080p.

•    Bitrate 
Thankfully, video resolution isn’t the only contributing factor to quality and file size. Try 
encoding a 1080p file at around 10,000 kbit/s for a good balance.

•    Hosting 
Hosting your videos on a platform that will dynamically switch to lower resolutions dependent 
on the learner’s connection (in Gomo, for instance, you can iFrame-in video from Instilled or 
another video platform).

•    Editing 
Aggressively edit your video content to make it as concise as possible. This may help you better 
get your message across anyway.
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Conclusion
The importance of choosing a flexible 
content authoring platform
Visual design is not an exact science. Throughout this guide, we’ve seen how bad design can 
result from a wide range of factors, some of which we can’t control. Thankfully, designers can 
tip the balance in their favor by keeping things consistent, orderly, and simple. Using a branded 
style template to create a solid foundation is a must: then the right image, video, and interactive 
choices can be layered on top to engage and excite learners.

With so many variables in eLearning design, it’s important to find an authoring tool that gives you 
both flexibility and control. Gomo Learning strikes this balance by allowing you to make a high-
quality central theme that others can build on without getting distracted.

Better yet, contributors can be assigned specific roles in your courses so that they don’t 
get overwhelmed by irrelevant options. Add a wide range of image, question, and media 
presentation options, and you’ll empower your course editors to create engaging courses that 
harmonize with your visual design.

Put these tips into practice and discover how easy it can be to make 
visually stunning eLearning with Gomo. Sign up for a demo or request a 
free trial today.

https://www.gomolearning.com/demo/
https://www.gomolearning.com/free-trial/
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About Gomo
The Gomo learning suite provides multi-award-winning products that allow you to create, deliver, 
update, and track beautiful multi-device eLearning. With Gomo Authoring, you can create truly 
responsive and adaptive HTML5 content that looks perfect on all devices, including desktops, 
tablets, and smartphones. With Gomo Delivery and Analytics, you can get content into the hands 
of learners instantly via websites, direct link, the Gomo LMS wrapper, social media, and more—all 
with full xAPI analytics. 

With an ever-growing client base including the BBC, British Airways, BT, Centrica, General Electric, 
HSBC, L’Oréal, Royal Mail Group, Shell, Sony, Squarespace, TDK, Vodafone, Weetabix, Whatsapp, 
the World Health Organization and many more, Gomo is quickly becoming the established choice 
for global organizations seeking collaborative, future-proof and responsive HTML5 multi-device 
eLearning.

Gomo is part of Learning Technologies Group plc’s award-winning group of specialist learning 
technology businesses.

For more, visit gomolearning.com

© 2020 Gomo Learning

https://www.gomolearning.com/what-is-gomo/overview/
https://www.ltgplc.com/
http://www.gomolearning.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gomolearning
https://twitter.com/gomolearning

